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SHORTAGE OF EMPTY
INVENTORY AT VARIOUS ICDS
AND PORTS
ASF Global | March 2, 2020
Please note that due to Coronavirus, imports into India have seen a
significant decline because of which all shipping lines are facing a
scenario of dwindling empty inventory at ICDs (Inland Container
Depots) and ports alike. It is expected that in the next month or so,
situation shall deteriorate further.
At least in the short term, as compared to ICDs, situation shall be a
bit better at ports, hence it is suggested that in case of shortage of
equipment at ICDs, cargo be moved directly to the port.
The Solitaire IN / ASF Global team is working diligently to avoid any
issues being faced by our clients. As always, please let us know if
you have any questions.
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CHINA'S REEFER CARGO CRISIS
WORSENS AS CARRIERS PLAN TO
ABANDON BOXES
Load Star Feb 17, 2020
Some carriers are preparing to declare force majeure and leave refrigerated
containers at alternative ports. With the Coronavirus outbreak showing no signs of
abating in China and still severely restricting landside operations at the ports of
Shanghai, Ningbo and Xingang, reefer plug-in points are in extremely short supply,
obliging carriers to discharge temperature-controlled boxes at other ports. ONE has
told customers it would apply a surcharge of $1,000 per reefer container, with
immediate effect, “to cover additional costs related to the unexpected but necessary
arrangement of shipments, and associated plugin charges and monitoring fees”. The
carrier also said it may need to “adjust the original transport plan”,which could result
“in the discharge of reefer containers at an alternative port without prior notice”.
ONE said it would endeavour to arrange relay of the reefer boxes to intended
destinations, “subject to reefer plug availability”. However, it would be encouraging
customers to consider a change of destination,“especially for time-sensitive cargo such
as fresh, chilled commodities”. Israeli carrier Zim and others have also announced
immediate surcharges of $1,000, while CMA CGM will surcharge its customers $1,250
per reefer container.

CORONAVIRUS TURMOIL SPREADS TO
AIRLINE CARGO OPERATIONS
Reuters Feb 4, 2020

The air transport sector, already reeling from China passenger flight cancellations
designed to slow the spread of Coronavirus, now faces mounting freight and logistics
disruption with broader repercussions at stake, economists warn. The thousands of
dropped flights have already slashed “belly cargo” capacity in airliner holds, with
operators like Lufthansa (LHAG.DE) also scaling back freighter services in response to
crew health concerns and uncertain demand.
The crisis has dimmed hopes of a rebound for air cargo after its worst year in the
decade since the financial crisis, the International Air Transport Association, a group
of 280 global airlines, said on Wednesday. Air cargo is widely seen as an early
warning system for blips in global trade and business confidence that would not
otherwise be easily visible for weeks or months. “We are in unknown territory with
respect to the eventual impact of the Coronavirus on the global economy,” IATA said.
“With all the restrictions being put in place, it will certainly be a drag on economic
growth.” LINK
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TECH TIME
Gnosis Monthy Tech Updates

ON THE HORIZON
Scheduling collaboration for

Logistics Experience + Next-Generation
Technology
...what happens when you take the best of
both worlds and merge it into one
platform? A Simplified Workflow for Your
Company. A truly holistic supply chain
experience.

drayage / delivery
Domestic delivery map and
updated ETA
Chassis usage and billing
visibility
PO Management

CURRENT FEATURES

Ability to integrate shipments
from other Carriers or NVOCCs

Enhanced Global Map for tracking active
shipments
Booking approval platform
Real-time tracking and tracing with up-todate customs statuses
Customized email notifications
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Where You Can Find ASF Global

High Point Spring Market
April 25th-29th
AHFA 2020 Logistics Conference
June 15th-17th
High Point Fall Market
October 17th-21st

874 Walt Miller Street, Suite 100
Mount Pleasant SC 29464
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